This article addresses the transmission of a mid-eleventh century Arabic compilation of Using corpora built in three languages-Castilian, Latin and French-it leverages stylometric analysis to explore the discursive communities in which the translations may have emerged and where they took on new meanings. The article puts medium-scale stylometry into practice in the field of comparative literature and translation studies for the exploration of large text collections, and suggests how quantitative methods could be deployed in
Introduction

1
This article combines literary historical evidence and computational stylistic analysis to explore an understudied instance of knowledge transfer from the Islamic world into medieval Europe. The Arabic text in question, the Mukhtār al- Ḥikam wa-maḥāsin al-kalim (MHMK) , is a textual compilation of the lives and sayings of mostly Hellenic philosophers composed by al-Mubashshir Ibn Fātik. This Arabic text is exemplary for two main reasons. First, unlike the other Hellenic gnomic collections compiled in Baghdad from the eighth to tenth century, its author was active in Cairo in the mid-eleventh century, meaning that the compilation's appearance was coterminous with the height of Fatimid power and Shi'i learning, an influence that emerges prominently in the prologue to the Arabic text (Badawī 1958, p.1-4) . Second, this text circulated in Iberia and was translated into Castilian in the mid-thirteenth century, kicking off its transmission in Europe, followed by translations into Latin in the thirteenth century, and then into French, Occitan and English throughout the fifteenth century.
Literary historians of medieval Europe have identified many of the key moments of translation from Latin and Arabic into the vernacular European languages, and yet the specific contexts of a given translation are often unknown (Galderisi and Agrigoroaei 2011). In order to begin to answer these questions, this article does not turn to close readings of the translations, nor does it aspire to study variance in them, although these are both valid research endeavors. Whereas theorists of translation imagine the parameters and conditions by which texts move through time and space, here I take a different approach, turning to archival and linguistic data. Eschewing a theory-driven approach to translation, I focus instead on data-driven analysis in the hopes of exploring some of the contexts through which the translations passed. This article suggests that through a combination of material evidence and quantitative computational stylistics, we can attempt to situate writings within larger communities of textual production. We do that by constructing corpora based on what we know about the nature and variety of medieval vernacular text traditions.
One might suggest that, given the variation inherent to medieval textuality, we should use transcriptions of manuscripts as a way of describing textual behavior. The labor necessary to amass such documentation is enormous, however, and it is highly unlikely that digital text versions of more than one hundred and twenty manuscripts will be available for researchers anytime soon to study. Exploration of a corpus, however, does not need to begin with a totality of archival material. "If research follows record," in the words of one digital
practitioner, "what can we do with what we have?" (Shep 2014, p.75) . This research began with digitized versions of the critical editions of the Castilian, Latin and French translations of the MHMK and three corpora in the corresponding languages representing in toto more than 500 texts and thirty-four million tokens, in order to explore their similarities with other texts. (Franceschini 1931-32; Billanovich 1948 and 2004 candidates emerged beyond those documented in the existing ARLIMA and JONAS databases. We know that the DMP was composed at the tail end of the fourteenth century, but a quick glance at the date and provenance of the manuscripts allows us to see that the text had a wide transmission around northern Europe and Italy, with a significant number of manuscripts, some of them illuminated, present around the fifteenth-century ducal court of Burgundy.
Discovering the Extent of the Tradition
The codicological context of the DMP both provides clues about the bilingual climate of the royal court in which the text emerged and the understandings of that text by collecting publics. This is an important point for the construction of the digital corpora that will be discussed later in this article. The DMP was transmitted with a number of moral texts in Whatever the best generic tag might be for such texts, the cultural capital and a material history of circulation are easy to demonstrate. What follows in this article is an attempt to situate the emergence of the translations of such works not within potentially
Stylometric Exploration of the Mukhtār al-Ḥikam's Translational Contexts
Other quantitative means of exploring textual traditions are possible when we possess textual corpora. In this article, we propose measuring lexical difference across a large number of texts and visualizing that difference as a network. In this second part of the article, we use computational stylistic methods, namely those included in the Stylo package for R (Eder, Rybicki and Kestemont 2014; , in order to measure most-frequent-word-occurrences in large numbers of medieval texts. This method offers a way of exploring the larger textual communities of the network of translations of the MHMK by looking at common quantitative assessment of stylistic features. This article focuses on word frequencies, although follow-up research could expand to investigate any countable features of the texts.
Behind stylometric experimentation lies the assumption of some form of system.
Writers exist within discursive communities that are diverse groupings of both individual and common traits, inside of which there are detectable patterns of common language usage.
Stylometry has been applied in textual forensics, as well as in the field of author attribution.
Newer approaches have stressed its extension to corpus literary studies, employing a computational, quantitative methodological approach to stylistics (Biber 2011 and Fialho/Zyngier 2014). Working with a large corpus of texts, and incidentally medieval texts that are very often anonymous, we might attempt to extend stylometrics beyond author attribution to study formulaic genres, affinities between schools of thought, political affiliation or even groups of authors writing at the same time or in the same place. To write epic, for instance, may just mean being close to a community in which generic, discursive norms are constantly created-and recreated-through listening, reading and interacting with other epic texts. That being said, measuring lexical difference in different systems made up of different "bags of words" is bound to pick up different kinds of signals (genre, provenance, dialect, etc) and differently constructed corpora may just yield different results. The combination of stylometric analysis and network visualization treats countable features of language between texts as an interconnected system; as such, a corpus can be broken down into communities sharing common quantifiable relationships. Furthermore, the size, the connectivity and the proximity-dare we say the influence-of such communities might be measured.
Large-corpus stylometry is only in its infancy, and both the size and the nature of the corpus pose definite methodological problems . Stylometry is potentially affected by issues specific to medieval texts (variance, scriptae, historical language change) and the impact of these particularities on quantitative analyses are only beginning to be explored. As These results expand upon, and even challenge, established knowledge of literary history.
The traditional use cases of stylometry have been in attempts to confirm the identity or authenticity of authorship, but its application in literary forensics (translation, co-authorship, scribal identity, etc) has blossomed in recent years. There have even been calls to reconsider the definition of style itself to construct a largely empirical perspective on texts (Herrmann, van Dalen-Oskam and Schöch 2015, pp.44-48) . Stylometry has also spread, particularly in Europe, beyond the early emphasis on modern and contemporary texts in English. In premodern French, Schöch (2013; has worked on "fine tuning" stylometric analysis for genre and form to study attribution controversies in the Corneille-Molière debate.
Translation, self-translation and collaborative translation have served as test cases to examine whether classic measures of distance can address the old debate of the invisibility of the translator (Rybicki 2012) . What follows in this article is an attempt at pushing stylometry into a trilingual use case, to look at the wider context of three translations in large unilingual corpora in order to sketch a fuller literary historical picture for the translations of a specific
Arabic text in the medieval West.
The approach here involves computing lexical difference between works in a large corpus in order to build bootstrap consensus trees for each of the three research languages.
The bootstrap consensus network method used in this research combines "many different tree diagrams for a variety of parameter values," yielding a compromise view over a number of iterations (Eder, Rybicki and Kestemont 2014) . As such, it imitates attempts to visualize networks of textual relations carried out for classical and patristic Latin (Eder 2014; and for modern English (Rybicki 2014) . The workflow for carrying out such research begins with the acquisition and pre-processing of a large number of texts, representing a considerable investment of time and energy. Yet those corpora can always grow larger, to cover the field of literary production at any given moment. A corpus never fully captures a textual tradition, but it can approximate it. In the three languages an effort was made to construct as comprehensive a corpus as was possible for the hypothesized moment of emergence of a translation.
Stylometric analysis resembles other forms of computational modeling. It is a quantitative approach to textual corpora that "instantiates an attempt to capture the dynamic, experiential aspects of a phenomenon rather than to freeze it into an ahistorical abstraction" (McCarty, 1998 (McCarty, /2014 . Iterative modeling of a textual tradition over time might provide a description of a larger and larger system, or one with ever-growing detail, but it ultimately yields "temporary states in a process of coming to know" (McCarty 1998 (McCarty /2014 . A question to be answered by large-scale stylometry in the near future will be how large such textual systems can grow while remaining a viable model with useful results. Approaches applied to modern languages will necessarily also have to be refined to explore pre-modern corpora.
A few words on visualizations: we model a literary tradition based on the calculated distances across a plain-text corpus. The network visualizations translate the tables of calculations into undirected graph structures. Those visualizations, like the calculations they Kestemont 2012, p.56 ). It will be worthwhile in further research, therefore, to explore whether legal diction is sufficiently language independent, and likewise if the stylometric results that group some of the NavarroAragonese texts with the Castilian are due either to language difference or generic issues.
The relationships of proximity in the orange community point to a number of issues related to sapiential literature. First, over repeated attempts to build this network graph with differently-composed corpora, this orange community of texts remained tightly clustered.
Curiously, stylometric analysis never divided the texts that are direct translations from Arabic, or indirect from Arabic via Latin, from those texts that are derived from largely Latin sources.
Two non-mutually exclusive conclusions might be drawn from this scenario: either mostfrequent-word stylometry is unable to distinguish between different source languages of translations, or the culture of sapiential literature in thirteenth-century Iberia had found a sufficiently common language in Castilian.
Second, the inclusion of the fourteenth-century Libro de Buen Amor firmly in the cluster would seem to suggest persistent intertextual influence of that genre on Jean Ruiz. This is not discordant with scholarly opinion about the Libro de Buen Amor.
Third, the orange cluster of sapiential literature is very distinct from the royal blue Alphonsine scientific translations, discouraging us from thinking of all Iberian translations from Arabograph culture as being the similar. Stylometrics detects a distinct signal for the texts from the schools of scientific translation.
Fourth, not all texts we label as "sapiential" find themselves in the orange cluster, because the appendix of the Poridat de los Poridades is just outside and the NavarroAragonese Secreto de los Secretos sits along with the yellow cluster, although the latter may be due to language difference as mentioned above.
Last, throughout this stylometric experiment the orange-colored cluster of sapiential literature remained steadily connected to the baby-blue cluster of writings of Gonzalo de Berceo, the Castilian religious poet closely related to the Benedictine monastery of San Millán de la Cogolla. This close connection should encourage literary historians to investigate the connection between sapiential literature and popular piety. Too often the sapiential literature is described as falling in the "mirror for princes" category, restricting our view of its cultural import. We need to think more about the literary and cultural context of both its emergence and reception.
The Liber Philosophorum Moralium Antiquorum in Medieval Latin
As for such historical cultural modeling is to navigate the available texts of the historical record always keeping in mind that this way of asking questions "[opens] up rather than glossing over the inevitable discrepancies between representations and reality on which that questioning focuses" (McCarty 1998 (McCarty /2014 .
Conclusion
Supranational approaches to literary studies of the middle ages do not make up a large portion of research in traditional medieval studies, but even less so if one includes relationships with the Arabograph world. In the digital humanities this is also very much the case. There are very good digital projects in Arabic and Islamic studies, as well as in comparative literature in languages other than English, but compared to the bulk of research, topics of Arab heritage, interaction and influence are definitely underrepresented. Digital Mediterranean approaches to cross-cultural and cross-confessional research need to be encouraged, but at the same time their application is more difficult where language resources and corpora are not as developed.
This article has focused on stylometric analysis of the MHMK within the Romance language corpora. Our understanding of the fuller picture of the MHMK depends on extending that into Arabic and middle English. Fine-tuning stylometry for many historical states of so many languages, and for Arabic with its particularities, is an important task for the future.
This article raised two points early on that I would like to repeat. First, when embarking on experimental digital research we often have to make do with what we have available to us. Second, modeling is an iterative, dynamic process that yields "temporary states in a process of coming to know" (McCarty 1998 (McCarty /2014 ). This being said, the impact of modeling the transmission of the MHMK breaks new ground. Whereas Hispanists knew that their thirteenth-century sapiential literature was co-created with translations from the Arabic, few specialists of medieval Latin, and ever fewer French medievalists, knew that there was an Arabic text circulating amongst their canon, a text which was being used as an important sourcebook for court writers. If they did know this, few have considered the implications of its existence.
Stylometric analysis has allowed us to suggest that the Spanish and the Latin translations should be thought of as close to the discursive community of sermoning and popular piety, ostensibly for the purposes of conversion in multi-confessional Iberia. This article has not addressed the thorny question of exact timing of the translation into Spanish and into Latin, as well as the issue of whether those translations were serial or simultaneous.
Further modeling of Iberian Castilian and Latin works may or may not solve that problem in
